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PixeZoom is an image scaling plug-in for Photoshop. Using
Pixela unique scaling technology, PixeZoom produces higher
quality and smoother edge than Photoshop's scaling methods

or other third party products. PixeZoom uses a unique
scaling algorithm and it will automatically enlarge your
picture without any quality deterioration. Here are some
key features of "PixeZoom": ? Smoother edge and line
interpolation ? Adjustable accent edge function ?

Adjustable noise reduction function Requirements: ? Adobe
Photoshop CS3 Limitations: ? The scaled image will be saved

with watermark ? The minimum pixel value opened in
Photoshop and usable with this Plug-in is 1 pixel. ? The
maximum pixel value opened in Photoshop and usable with

this Plug-in is 30000 pixels. ? The minimum settable value
saved with this Plug-in is 3 pixels. ? The maximum settable
image area saved with this Plug-in depends on the saving
format: ? When saving in JPEG/BMP format: Area equal to or
smaller than 30000 pixels x 30000 pixels (Width x Height) ?
When saving in TIFF format: With no compression, maximum
image area is 37000 pixels x 37000 pixels (Width x Height)
With LZW Compression, maximum image area is 120000 pixels x

120000 pixels (Width x Height) ? Nag screen To sum up,
PixeZoom is an ideal tool for photographers, web designers,
graphic designers, etc. 3 - - 7 3 . 3 . W h a t i s t h e c
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PixeZoom Plugin is designed by Dr. S.P.N., who is a
professor of computer science at New York University. It is
built upon the foundation of his experiences in the field
of image and pattern recognition. The key ideas of this

Plug-in come from Dr. S.P.N.'s research on computer vision,
pattern recognition and computational geometry. PixeZoom is

designed to produce an output image which can be saved
directly to popular image formats without any quality loss.

This feature makes PixeZoom an excellent choice for
photographers, designers, medical researchers, and

engineers in other fields. T-T-Transform is a universal
image tool to modify an image with multiple transformations
such as resizing, rotation, blur, vignette and so on. You
can specify any number of transformation steps to implement
in a single operation. You can also combine two or more

transformation steps to produce a more complex result. T-T-
Transform is a plugin for Photoshop and Photoshop Elements.

T-T-Transform Features: ?Multiple transformation
operations: ?Resize, rotate, skew, blur and vignette are

supported. You can also combine more than one
transformation operation in one step. ?Modify image with
perfect edge, clean image and smooth image. ?Implement
multiple transformations at once: ?You can specify any
number of transformation steps to implement in a single

operation. You can also combine two or more transformation
steps to produce a more complex result. ?Save, import and
export image with different qualities (original, optimised,

true-color, and so on). ?Precise control: ?Set the
precision of each transformation operation according to
your needs. For example, if you want to keep the aspect
ratio of an image, you can set the transformation step to

produce an output image that is not larger than the
original. ?The transformation parameters can be saved and
loaded. ?Combine the outputs of multiple transformation

operations into a single output image. ?Simultaneously edit
all the transformation parameters of the source image. ?The
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parameters saved will not be lost when the program is
closed. ?You can specify the image format and name that you
want to use to save the output image. ?You can add text or
other graphics on the output image. ?Save the image to the

format of your choice. ?Image filters: You can add
different types of image filters to your 81e310abbf
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PixeZoom is the best photo-scaling Plug-in for Photoshop
CS3. With PixeZoom, we have been striving to create the
best Scaling Plug-in. We have made PixeZoom for those who
want to perform photo-scaling with the best quality and
scaler for photographers and graphic artists. PixeZoom is a
Scaling Plug-in for Photoshop CS3. Using Pixela unique
scaling technology, PixeZoom produces higher quality and
smoother edge than Photoshop's scaling methods or other
third party products. Here are some key features of
"PixeZoom": ? Smoother edge and line interpolation ?
Adjustable accent edge function ? Adjustable noise
reduction function Requirements: ? Adobe Photoshop CS3
Limitations: ? The scaled image will be saved with
watermark ? The minimum pixel value opened in Photoshop and
usable with this Plug-in is 1 pixel. ? The maximum pixel
value opened in Photoshop and usable with this Plug-in is
30000 pixels. ? The minimum settable value saved with this
Plug-in is 3 pixels. ? The maximum settable image area
saved with this Plug-in depends on the saving format: ?
When saving in JPEG/BMP format: Area equal to or smaller
than 30000 pixels x 30000 pixels (Width x Height) ? When
saving in TIFF format: With no compression, maximum image
area is 37000 pixels x 37000 pixels (Width x Height) With
LZW Compression, maximum image area is 120000 pixels x
120000 pixels (Width x Height) ? Nag screen Key features: ?
Smoother edge and line interpolation ? Adjustable accent
edge function ? Adjustable noise reduction function ? Save
the scaled image with watermark ? Adjustable settable image
area ? Adjustable scaling speed ? Save the scaled image
with custom resolution ? Start using PixeZoom Plug-in
immediately, no waiting for the Plug-in to install.
Download and Install: After downloading, you can install
the program at once. Drag the 'PixeZoom.plugin' file in
your Plug-in folder, not in the Plug-in folder Pix
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System Requirements:

Each unit must be used on one computer. We cannot ship
multiple units for you. You will receive a maximum of two
(2) units per account. * Indicates required field By
purchasing this product, you agree that only one copy of
this product can be installed per computer. Updating is not
permitted. You can only install this game on a computer
that meets the minimum system requirements. Please install
it on a computer with compatible operating system. You can
not install it on a computer that has previously installed
a copy of this
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